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Reconstruction of the Marunouchi station building and the con-

struction of the Yaesu twin towers have started at Tokyo Station, and

construction of various establishments are scheduled to follow in the

surrounding blocks (Fig. 1).  In the coming changes to the environ-

ment surrounding stations, needs regarding stations will also change,

becoming even more sophisticated.  Hence, we are carrying out a

study with the objective of clarifying the functions to be expected in

future stations from the customer's viewpoint, using as a case study

Tokyo Station, which has been experiencing a remarkable change in

its situation.

In this paper, we will introduce issues facing terminal stations and

the future functions of stations to come from the perspective of the

actual behavior of long-distance travelers.

2.1 Purposes and Overview of the Survey

In order to specify characteristics of terminal stations, we conducted

a questionnaire survey on long-distance travelers about their actual

use of stations, and verified issues facing functions of terminal sta-

tions from the perspective of the behavioral characteristics of these

passengers.

1) People surveyed: Passengers who boarded the Shinkansen at

Tokyo Station

2) Survey method: Passing questionnaire sheets out to passengers in

the Shinkansen 

3) Date of survey: Two days in January 2005 (Thursday and

Saturday)
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Fig.1: Change in Circumstances Surrounding Tokyo Station
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Fig.2: Characteristics and Objectives of Long Distance Travelers
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In order to fulfill the expectations of customers, JR East is making sincere efforts to provide services looking ahead of customer

needs.  As the circumstances surrounding stations change, we predict that the future functions expected with stations will change,

too.  Hence, we have been studying concepts of future station functions for three years from fiscal 2004, using as a case study

Tokyo Station that has been experiencing a remarkable change of its situation.  In this study, we are putting emphasis on the cus-

tomer's viewpoint and taking a verification approach to the concept of station functions from information and knowledge obtained

in questionnaires and monitoring.  Here we will introduce issues related to the functions of terminal stations and issues and con-

cepts for the future for restrooms and guidance display functions from the perspective of the actual behavior of users of Tokyo

Station.

Issues on the Functions of Terminal Stations from
the Perspective of Actual Passenger Behavior2
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2.2 Characteristics of Long-distance Travelers

Fig. 2 shows the characteristics and the objectives of the long-dis-

tance travelers.  Male business travelers in 30s and 40s accounted for

the overwhelming majority of those travelers (Fig. 2).

2.3 Behavioral Characteristics of Long-distance Travelers

Fig. 3 shows characteristic behavior of long-distance travelers

revealed in the questionnaire.  It clarifies that on average they arrive

at Tokyo Station 27 minutes before their departure, and spend the

time until departure in the station using the station facilities.

It also revealed that 70% of travelers kill time in the station, meaning

that there are a lot of travelers in the station before boarding.  The

high utilization ratios of restrooms (40%) and shops in the station

(50%) before boarding suggest that improvement of restrooms and

shops will have much effect on travelers.  We also found that 20% of

the travelers get lost in the station, even they often use the station for

business purposes (Fig. 2).

2.4 Issues Related to Functions of Terminal Stations from

the Perspective of Behavioral Characteristics of Long-

distance Travelers

We verified issues related to station functions using travelers' evalua-

tion of facilities (restrooms, guidance displays, shops and waiting

rooms) and plotted the necessity of facilities on the horizontal axis

and level of satisfaction on the vertical axis (Fig. 4).  Viewed individ-

ually, we see that restrooms and guidance displays are plotted as

"high necessity, and low satisfaction," demonstrating a large need for

improvement of them.  In reflection of the behavior of the travelers,

this indicates that the improvement of restrooms and guidance dis-

plays is imperative.  And it demonstrates that travelers have a low

level of satisfaction with station facilities necessary to them.

·Average time in conventional line concourse: 15 min.

·Average time in Shinkansen concourse: 4 min.

·Average time on Shinkansen platform: 8 min.  (total 27 min.)
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Issues with Station Functions

For restrooms and guidance displays

that were pointed out as being facilities

in much need of improvement, we will

introduce in the next chapter our pro-

posal to carry out a survey of specific

user needs and improve on the con-

cepts of station functions the actual

functions.
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3.1 Purposes and Overview of the Survey

In order to clarify the issues with restrooms that are positioned as one

of the functions to be improved in the above-mentioned survey of

travelers' actual behavior, we made a survey about the dissatisfactory

areas and evaluation of existing restrooms in Tokyo Station.

1) People surveyed: Male and female Tokyo metropolitan area resi-

dents, age 15 - 69 

2) Survey method: Monitoring (N = 296)*

3) Date of survey: November 2005

* People surveyed answered the questionnaire after observing rest-

rooms in Tokyo Station

3.2 Issues with Restrooms

To the questionnaire about the existing restrooms, respondents

answered that points they were dissatisfied with included congestion,

followed by uncleanliness (Fig. 5).  As for congestion in particular,

90% of female heavy users of Tokyo Station (using Tokyo Station

once a week or more) complain about that.  That response shows

their impression that the restrooms in Tokyo Station are always con-

gested.  The results clarify that passengers want restrooms that are

without congestion, clean and spacious, and that the solution to

these dissatisfactory points remains an issue to be dealt with.

4.1 Relief of Congestion

4.1.1 Purpose and Overview of the Survey

We conducted a survey of the degree of congestion of ladies' rooms

that was a point of high dissatisfaction to examine some suggestions

for improvement such as relocating restrooms.

1) Point of survey: Ladies' rooms on the ground floor of Tokyo

Station (four locations)

2) Survey method: Count of the numbers of users and people stand-

ing in line for stalls per hour from 8 to 20 o'clock

3) Date of survey: February 2005

4.1.2 Current Congestion

The survey result shows that the most congested is the Marunouchi

Central restroom.  There were as many as 12 persons waiting in line

from 9 to 12 o'clock, confirming the high level of dissatisfaction

(Fig. 6).

4.1.3 Current Users, Traffic and Number of Toilets

Comparing the number of the restroom users to the number of the

passengers passing by* (traffic), we found that they are in direct pro-

portion to each other (Fig. 7).  We also found that many people wait

in line, as the number of users and the number of toilets are not in

proportion (Fig. 8).

*Number of the passengers passing by is the number passing by in a

day (see the February 2002 survey results).
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4.1.4 Suggestions for Improving on Congestion

We can point out that one of the reasons for the congestion is that

the number of the toilets does not meet the traffic.  Terminal stations

and other stations that are large and have many restrooms need to

consider relocating restrooms and arranging the number of toilets

taking traffic into account.

4.2 Clean and Spacious Restrooms

4.2.1 Purpose and Overview of the Survey

We examined measures to give an impression of cleanliness and spa-

ciousness by comparing the user evaluations of restrooms in Tokyo

Station and reasons why they evaluated them as such.

The survey method was the same as the one in section 3 "Issues with

Restrooms".

4.2.2 Current Evaluation of Restrooms

Evaluation of eight restrooms in Tokyo Station,

· The Gin-no-Suzu restroom received higher marks; and

· The Marunouchi Central restroom fared lower (Fig. 9).

That indicates that the users do not have dissatisfaction with all of

restrooms, but have different evaluations to each restroom.

4.2.3 Clean Restrooms

The survey results on reasons users felt the restrooms were unclean

(Fig. 10) clarifies that the biggest factor is cleaning, a human factor;

but some physical factors such as lighting and area size have much

effect on the users' impression of cleanliness, too.

As to the functions requested, the questionnaire result shows that

there is high demand for hand dryers (60%), soap (50%) and

deodorant (50%).  That suggests that users would rather see

enhancement of simple functions to improve cleanliness, than facili-

ties with more functions such as baggage checking or places to take a

break (Fig. 11).

4.2.4 Spacious Restrooms

As reasons for the impression of spaciousness, the users pointed out

"separation" and "number".  Separation means that they can use the

room smoothly because of functional areas being separated rather

than simply having a large area, and number means that they feel

waiting time is shorter because there are many toilets.  In order to

give the impression of spaciousness to users, it is important to

improve three points of area size, number and separation.

4.2.5 Suggestions for Improvements for Clean and Spacious

Restrooms

The functions requested (Fig. 11) show that there is strong demand

for cleanliness, hence it is important to enhance functions that

improve cleanliness and to produce brightness.  To give an impres-

sion of spaciousness to users, it will be effective to make arrange-

ments for the area size and also to separate individual function of

restrooms.

4.3 Future Concepts for Restroom Functions 

The high marks gained by evaluation of the Gin-no-Suzu restroom

(Fig. 9) could be the result of improvements made in the past few

years, but the overall impressions remain unfavorable.  A comparison

of the current degree of congestion (the ratio of those waiting to

those utilizing toilets) to the evaluation results (Fig. 12) indicates that

higher degree of congestion corresponds to lower marks, demonstrat-

ing that relief of congestion is an important factor.  Since the number

of the restroom users is in direct proportion to the traffic and there is

the tendency for people to use the restroom on their way to their des-

tination (ticket gates, platforms etc.) rather than a larger restroom

farther away, it will be better to locate larger-capacity restrooms in
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Fig.10: Reason for Impression of Uncleanliness (N = 99)
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areas with higher utilization rather than scattering small restrooms to

relieve congestion.  Then, further enhancing the restrooms after that

is accomplished would results in higher marks.

5.1 Purposes and Overview of the Survey

To clarify the issues with the functions of guidance displays that were

pointed out as needing improvement from the perspective of the

actual behavior of long-distance travelers, we conducted a survey on

dissatisfaction with guidance displays in Tokyo Station.

The survey method was the same as the one in section 3 "Issues with

Restrooms".

5.2 Users' Needs Seen from Reasons for Getting Lost

When we asked monitors to walk in the station following the guid-

ance displays only, nearly half of them got lost.  This shows that peo-

ple are likely get lost with only the current displays with this behavior

they are unaccustomed to.

As reasons for getting lost (Fig. 13), monitors cited that it was diffi-

cult to find necessary information and that they couldnÅft picture

their current location or the direction they were going.  Thus, they

need guidance displays that they can understand at a glance.

5.3 Perspective of the Station

We conducted a field survey on the area in the central concourse of

Tokyo Station that gives a perspective all of the five main ticket

gates.  The result was that we could find only one place of 5 m2 in

the central corridor from which we could see up to four ticket gates

(Fig. 14).  Since there are lots of pillars in the central corridor and

the ticket gates are off of the center axis of each corridor, we could

not secure a perspective of all.  Accordingly it is difficult for users to

picture the layout of the area inside the ticket gates by looking out

over the station floor, and that would have an effect of creating the

low spatial recognition about which they cited when not being able

to picture their current position or the direction.

5.4 Issues with Guidance Display

As just described, we found that the current issue is to improve the

facilities to enhance visibility and spatial recognition for users to

make guidance displays that users can understand at a glance and pic-

ture locations from.

6.1 Improvement of Visibility

6.1.1 Purpose and Overview of the Survey

We measured the amount of information (the number and area size

of signs) in the field of view at 33 points in the central concourse of

Tokyo Station with a 180-degree angle camera to identify the actual

amount of information given to users.

1) Point of measurement: 33 points in the central concourse of

Tokyo Station

2) Objects measured:

Directional signs (guidance displays for platforms and transfers)
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Commercial signs (ads, shop signs)

6.1.2 Amount of Information in Field of View

The ratio of the number in the field of view showed there were an

average of 60 signs in a field of view from a viewpoint, with as many

as 98 signs. Thus, the amount of information exceeded the amount

that one can grasp instantly (Fig. 15).

Comparing directional signs to commercial signs, we found that

commercial signs had smaller total area size (Fig. 16) but were larger

in number (Fig. 17). So, while smaller in size, a large number of

commercial signs were scattered throughout the concourse.  We can

point out that this way of advertising is one of the factors that hinder

the reading of signs.

6.1.3 Suggestion for Improving Visibility of Guidance

Displays

In this context, we believe that it is effective to consider the number

of signs and to vary the intensity of information they contain to

make guidance displays recognizable at a glance.  The following is an

example of what we studied to accomplish that (Fig. 18, Fig. 19).

· Too many signs to find necessary information

· Signs of the same content in line of sight

· Guidance displays in front of stairs removed and put on the wall 

(scrutinized the number of signs)

· Guidance displays put up only at main intersection points 

(emphasized important points and varied the intensity of informa-

tion)
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6.2 Improvement of Spatial Recognition

6.2.1 Purpose and Overview of the Survey

In order to identify the spatial recognition of users in stations with

poor perspective (Fig. 14), we asked users to draw an image map of

the station space (Fig. 21) and verified their way of recognizing space

by qualitative evaluation.

1) Survey method: We asked monitors to walk in the station and

then, in a separate room, to enter the following

facilities on a sheet only marked with six ticket

gates (N = 296).

2) Facilities to enter: corridors, other ticket gates, shops, restrooms,

waiting rooms and any other facilities they

remembered freely

3) Characteristics of monitors

6.2.2 Typifying by Survey Results

We assigned a score of 0 or 1 point per facility based upon the

amount and accuracy of the description of the image maps by moni-

tors.  By typifying the monitors based on the score, we were able to

classify them into 7 groups.  Fig. 20 shows the average score, charac-

teristics and percentages of each group.  And Fig. 21, 22 and 23 are

the examples of the image maps from individual groups.

6.2.3 Relationship Between Spatial Recognition and Station

Utilization Ratio / Age

We examined the relationship between spatial recognition, station

utilization ratio and age of monitors (Fig. 24).  Since there is no clear

proportionality seen from score and age, we found the relationship

between age and spatial recognition to be low.  As for the relation-

ship with the station utilization ratio, there is the tendency for heav-

ier users score higher and have higher spatial recognition.
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Gender Frequency of use
Male 148
Female 148

10 - 20 18
20s 81
30s 46
40s 50
50s 75
60s 26

Heavy user Once a week or more 100
Light user Once a half-year or more 98
Non-user Usually doesn't use 98

Ave. age 40.1Total 296

Average
score Characteristic

Identifies all

Mainly identifies corridors and shops

Identifies to some extent

Identifies corridors

Identifies parts

Identifies areas excluding corridors

Does not identify

Average score judging volume and accuracy of 

content on 0 to 1 scale. 1 is the best possible score.

Fig.20: Ratio of Each Group and Typifying

Fig.22: Image Map (Group D: Identifies corridors)

Fig.23: Image Map (Group G: Does not identify)

Fig.21: Image Map (Group A: Identifies all)
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6.2.4 Relationship Between Spatial Recognition and

Identification of Corridors / Shops

Next, we put on the horizontal and vertical axes the identification of

corridors and shops for which scores were dispersed among groups to

verify the relationship to the overall scores (Fig. 25).  As the figure

shows, the identification of corridors and shops have a high correla-

tion to each other and also correlate to the total for overall scores

(numbers in parentheses in the figure).  These results clarify the sta-

tion user characteristic of having a tendency to identify the total

space by recognizing corridors and shops as elements of memory easy

to remember.

6.2.5 Suggestion for Improvement of Guidance Displays for

Higher Spatial Recognition

We identified that is difficult for users of Tokyo Station to identify

the ticketed area space in a glance because of its poor perspective and

that users with a lower station utilization rate have lower spatial

recognition.  We also found that there is strong tendency for users to

gain structural comprehension by marking points on their own to

identify where they are, for example, by memorizing specific shop

names.  Hence we believe that it would be effective for higher spatial

recognition to provide guidance according to the recognition level of

users. That involves using guidance displays that emphasize the rela-

tionship between elements of memory such as corridors and shops

used for evaluation of spatial recognition and other guide maps.

6.3 Future Concepts for Guidance Display Functions 

This study identified the current situation where there is too much

guidance information to find necessary information.  We found one

aspect where increasing of the amount of information and number of

displays to guide to ticket gates and other facilities and for transfer

information actually resulted in inconvenience for users.  We believe

it will be important to propose guidance display functions that

increase visibility and spatial recognition with emphasis on the ability

of users to understand and recognize those.

In this study, we made suggestions concerning issues of the current

situation, concepts of individual functions, and the improvement

measures for restrooms and guidance displays that were positioned as

important station facilities in questionnaires and surveys of actual

behavior of long-distance travelers.

In the future, we will examine specific images of functions and the

station ticked area layout to improve amenity and convenience.  We

will do that by focusing on issues for improvement for each function;

and in addition, we will conduct further studies on terminal stations

(Tokyo Station in particular), learning from the information and

findings of other studies.
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